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Abstract
We present a novel integrable non-autonomous partial differential equation of the
Schwarzian type, i.e. invariant under Mo¨bius transformations, that is related to the
Korteweg-de Vries hierarchy. In fact, this PDE can be considered as the generating equa-
tion for the entire hierarchy of Schwarzian KdV equations. We present its Lax pair,
establish its connection with the SKdV hierarchy, its Miura relations to similar generating
PDE’s for the modified and regular KdV hierarchies and its Lagrangian structure. Finally
we demonstrate that its similarity reductions lead to the full Painleve´ VI equation, i.e.
with four arbitary parameters.
0
1 Introduction
In this note we introduce a non-autonomous 1+1-dimensional nonlinear evolution equation
for the variable z(s, t), namely:
zsstt = zsst
(zst
zs
+
ztt
zt
)
+ zstt
(zst
zt
+
zss
zs
)
− zst
(zstzss
z2s
+
zstztt
z2t
+
zssztt
zszt
)
+
1
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2
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(
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(
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(
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zs
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)
−m2
t
s
zt
(
1 +
(4s − 3t)t
s2
zt
zs
)]
. (1.1)
We will refer to this equation simply as the Schwarzian PDE (SPDE). It is straightforward
to verify that it is invariant under Mo¨bius transformations
z(s, t) 7→
αz(s, t) + β
γz(s, t) + δ
,
with constant α,β,γ,δ. It is straightforward to verify also that the equation (1.1) arises as
the Euler-Lagrange equations from the following Lagrangian density:
L[z(s, t)] =
1
2
(s − t)
st
z2st
zszt
+
1
2(s− t)
(
n2
s
t3
zs
zt
+m2
t
s3
zt
zs
)
. (1.2)
Note that the lagrange density L depends explicitly on the independent variables s and t.
We further assert the following properties of the SPDE:
1. The SPDE (1.1) is integrable in the conventional soliton sense: there exists a Lax
pair and an infinity of conservation laws.
2. The SPDE (1.1) is part of a compatible parameter-family of PDEs, meaning that the
same dependent variable z obeys eq. (1.1) simultaneously for all possible pairs of
parameters n,m (with each parameter being associated with a different independent
variable). We will make this statement more precise in what follows.
3. This infinite family of PDEs is equivalent to the Schwarzian KdV hierarchy via
expansions on the independent variables.
4. As indicated already the system carries a Lagrangian structure. We expect that
from this Lagrangian one can infer that the system is multi-Hamiltonian, although
we will not discuss this point further here.
5. There exists a Miura Chain, i.e. a short sequence of differential relations connecting
the SPDE with other generating PDEs sharing the above properties with the SPDE.
6. The similarity reduction of the SPDE under scaling symmetry reduces the SPDE to
the full sixth Painleve´ equation (PVI) with four arbitrary parameters.
7. The SPDE has a fully discrete counterpart which is integrable in its own right.
1
2 Properties of the SPDE and related generating PDEs
We now demonstrate or give arguments for the properties that we listed in the Introduc-
tion.
Lax pair
The following linear overdetermined set of equations constitute a Lax pair for the SPDE:
2tϕt = n
(
1 0
0 a
)
ϕ+
1
κ− t
(
−κn(1 + a) 2t2zt
κn2(1− a2)/(2tzt) −nt(1− a)
)
ϕ, (2.1a)
2sϕs = m
(
1 0
0 b
)
ϕ+
1
κ− s
(
−κm(1 + b) 2s2zs
κm2(1− b2)/(2szs) −ms(1− b)
)
ϕ. (2.1b)
In the above a = a(s, t) and b = b(s, t) are auxiliary variables. The compatibility conditions
arising from the consistency of cross-differentiating (2.1a) and (2.1b) are
nsas = mtbt =
1
2(s− t)
[
n2
s2
t
zs
zt
(1− a2)−m2
t2
s
zt
zs
(1− b2)
]
, (2.2a)
stzst =
mt2ztb− ns
2zsa
s− t
. (2.2b)
The SPDE (1.1) follows immediately from the relations (2.2a) and (2.2b). In fact, dif-
ferentiating (2.2b) with respect to s and with respect to t yields relations for at and bs,
whilst (2.2a) gives as and simultaneously bt. Thus, with these expressions we can cross-
differentiate, e.g. ∂tas = ∂sat, to obtain an equation where we can use the previous
obtained expressions to to eliminate all a’s and b’s (miraculously, it turns out that the
single remaining a or b drops out entirely at the end).
We note that the Lax pair (2.1) falls in the general class of Lax pairs of non-isospectral
type1 that were treated in [1]. However, although general families of Lax equations were
postulated in that paper, the precise reduction which leads to (2.1) was not investigated
there.
Consistency and Integrability
The SPDE (1.1) is compatible with itself in the following sense: if one considers for one
and the same function z = z(t1, t2, t3, . . . ) of many independent variables t1, t2, t3, . . .
copies of the equation (1.1) in terms of any two distinct variables ti, tj replacing s and t
in(1.1), each associated with its own parameters ni, nj replacing n and m in (1.1), then all
these copies of the SPDE on one and the same function z are consistent. Thus, we have
effectively an infinite family of commuting flows all given by the same equation, but with
different parameters: in other words the SPDE represents a parameter-family of consistent
PDE’s.
1This does not mean that the spectral parameter κ depends on s,t: κ is constant w.r.t. the independent
variables. However, the poles in the Lax matrices depend explicitly on s and t.
2
This statement can be verified by direct calculation, but since (1.1) is not in evolution
form the verification is most easily done using the Lax pair. In fact, suppose we augment
the system (2.1) with a third part, i.e. an equation similar to (2.1a) and (2.1b) but now in
terms of a third independent variable (u say) associated with a new parameter ℓ (instead
of n or m) and a third auxiliary variable c. Obviously the compatibility relations with
the original members of the Lax pair, namely with (2.1a) or (2.1b) lead to extra relations
of the same type as (2.2) involving now relations for au, bu, cs, ct as wel as zsu and ztu.
We have to check the consistency of these relations, i.e. the validity of expressions such
as ∂uas = ∂sau and ∂uzst = ∂tzsu = ∂sztu . This follows by tedious but straightforward
direct calculation.
As is clear from the variational equations from the Lagrangian (1.2), namely
δL
δz
=
∂2
∂s∂t
(
∂L
∂zst
)
−
∂
∂s
(
∂L
∂zs
)
−
∂
∂t
(
∂L
∂zt
)
= 0 , (2.3)
the SPDE can be written as a conservation law. Since we know from the above argument
that the SPDE can be imposed on z = z(s, t, u, . . . ) in as many independent variables as
we want (each associated with its own parameter n,m,ℓ, . . . ), we derive in this way an
infinity of conservation laws all for the same object z. What is potentially nontrivial is
to rewrite these conservation laws in terms of only one pair of preferred variables s and t
say. It is only at this point that possible nonlocalities in the explicit expressions for the
conservation laws may occur. We will not discuss this point here in detail any further, but
postpone this discussion to future investigations of the SPDE.
Connection with SKdV Hierarchy
Using the expansion of the independent variables:
∂
∂t
= −
n
t1/2
∞∑
j=1
1
tj
∂
∂xj
,
∂
∂s
= −
m
s1/2
∞∑
j=1
1
sj
∂
∂xj
, (2.4)
where x1, x2, . . . is the infinite sequence of higher times associated with the KdV hierarchy,
we can expand the Lagrangian (1.2) in powers of s and t as follows:
L =
1
2
mn
(st)3/2
{
s+ t
s− t
+
(
1
s
−
1
t
)[
zx2
zx1
−
z2x1x1
z2x1
]
+
(
1
s2
−
1
t2
)[
zx3
zx1
− 2
zx1x1zx1x2
z2x1
+
z2x1x1zx2
z3x1
]
+ . . .
}
. (2.5)
Thus, order by order we obtain a sequence of Lagrangians which turns out to be exactly
the Lagrangians for the SKdV hierarchy, the first equations in the sequence reading
zx2
zx1
= {z, x1} ≡
zx1x1x1
zx1
−
3
2
z2x1x1
z2x1
, (2.6a)
which is the Schwarzian KdV equation, cf. [2, 3], and
zx3
zx1
= 2
∂2
∂x21
(
zx2
zx1
)
+
3
2
z2x2
z2x1
, (2.6b)
3
which is the first higher-order SKdV equation. (Strictly speaking the sequence of La-
grangians appearing in (2.6) yield the x1 derivatives of this hierarchy of equations.) The
expansions (2.4) amount exactly to the transition from the higher time variables in the
hierarchy to so-called Miwa coordinates, [4]. We mention that the notion of a generating
PDE for a hierarchy of integrable nonlinear evolution equations, and their corresponding
Lagrangians, is in spirit the same as the idea of “compounding hierarchies” that was put
forward some years ago by one of the authors, cf. [5]. We refer also to [6] for related
issues concerning the Baker-Akhiezer function for the KP hierarchy in terms of Miwa
coordinates.
Miura Chain
The different PDEs in the Miura chain are related via the sequence:
Schwarzian PDE −→ Modified PDE −→ Regular PDE
The MPDE (Modified PDE) is the equation for a variable v(s, t) that is connected to
the auxiliary variables a(s, t) and b(s, t) via:
na = −2t∂t log v , mb = −2s∂s log v , (2.7)
and the relevant equation can be obtained from (2.2a) in the form
∂s∂t log v =
nm
4st(s− t)
[
t(1− a)(1 + b)Y − s(1 + a)(1− b)
1
Y
]
, (2.8a)
together with
2st∂s∂t log Y = ns∂s
[
(1− Y )
2tY + (s− tY )(1 + a)
(t− s)Y
]
−mt∂t
[
(1− Y )
2s − (s− tY )(1 + b)
(t− s)Y
]
. (2.8b)
Solving from the quadratic equation (2.8a) for
Y ≡
m
n
tzt
szs
(1− b)
(1− a)
(2.9)
in terms of v and its derivatives (which enter in a and b via (2.7)) and substituting the
result into eq. (2.8b) we obtain a complicated-looking PDE in terms of v, of second degree
in the highest derivative vsstt: that equation is the MPDE, but because of its length we
omit the explicit formula.
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Finally, the Regular PDE, by which we mean the PDE that upon expansion yields
actually the entire hierarchy of KdV equations, is given by
Usstt = Usst
( 1
s− t
+
Ust
Us
+
Utt
Ut
)
+ Ustt
( 1
t− s
+
Ust
Ut
+
Uss
Us
)
− Ust
UssUtt
UsUt
+Uss
( m2
(s− t)2
U2t
U2s
−
U2st
U2s
−
1
s− t
Ust
Us
)
+ Utt
( n2
(s− t)2
U2s
U2t
−
U2st
U2t
+
1
s− t
Ust
Ut
)
+
m2
2(s− t)3
Ut
Us
(
Us + Ut + 2(t− s)Ust
)
−
n2
2(s− t)3
Us
Ut
(
Us + Ut + 2(s− t)Ust
)
+
1
2(s− t)
U2st
( 1
Us
−
1
Ut
)
. (2.10)
This equation derives from the Lagrangian:
L[U(s, t)] =
1
2
(s− t)
U2st
UsUt
+
1
2(s− t)
(
n2
Us
Ut
+m2
Ut
Us
)
. (2.11)
It is remarkable that the only apparent difference between the Lagrangians (1.2) and (2.11)
resides in the way the variables s and t enter.
The PDE (2.10) arises from the following Lax pair:
φt =
n
2t1/2
(
0 0
1 0
)
φ−
1
κ− t
(
n−AUt Ut
A(n −AUt) AUt
)
φ (2.12a)
φs =
m
2s1/2
(
0 0
1 0
)
φ−
1
κ− s
(
m−BUs Us
B(m−BUs) BUs
)
φ (2.12b)
where A(s, t) and B(s, t) are some auxiliary variables. The non-isospectral Lax pair (2.12)
is gauge-equivalent to the Lax representation (2.1) via the gauge transformation
ϕ =
(
S v
κ/v 0
)
φ , (2.13)
in which S is yet another auxiliary variable which is determined by the consistency relation
of (2.13) with both Lax relations (2.1) and (2.12).
The compatibility conditions between (2.12a) and (2.12b) yield the coupled relations
Ust =
1
s− t
[
mUt − nUs + 2(A−B)UsUt
]
(2.14a)
As =
m
2s1/2
+
1
t− s
[
(A−B)2Us +m(A−B)
]
(2.14b)
Bt =
n
2t1/2
+
1
s− t
[
(A−B)2Ut − n(A−B)
]
. (2.14c)
Combining (2.14b) and (2.14c) we obtain a coupled equation for A − B and U , which
yields the PDE (2.10) after eliminating A−B by solving for the latter in (2.14a).
The Miura transformation between the Regular PDE (2.10) and the Modified PDE
given by the system (2.8) can be constructed on the basis of the various intermediate
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relations between the objects U ,Y ,a,b,A and B and is given by
(s− t)Ust −mUt − nUs
(s− t)Ust +mUt + nUs
=
(n+ 2twt)Us + (m− 2sws)Ut
(n− 2twt)Us + (m+ 2sws)Ut
, (2.15)
where w ≡ log v.
Finally, we remark that the analogue of the famous Cole-Hopf transformation that
interpolates between the SKdV equation and the MKdV equation is given by an implicit
transformation that interpolates between the SPDE (1.1) and the Modified PDE (2.8) and
that can be straightforwardly inferred from (2.9) in combination with (2.8a).
Connection with PVI
The similarity reduction of the SPDE is obtained via the constraint
µz + tzt + szs = 0 . (2.16)
Using the constraint to elminate the derivatives with respect to one of the independent
variables (s, say) and introducing the new variable 2
W (t) = 1 +
t
µ
zt
z
we obtain from the SPDE a third-order ODE for W which reads:
W ′′′ = 2
(
1
W
+
1
W − 1
)
W ′W ′′ − 2
(
1
t
+
1
t− s
)
W ′′
−
(
1
W 2
+
1
(W − 1)2
+
1
W (W − 1)
)
W ′3 −
(11t − 5s)W + 2s− 5t
2(s − t)tW (W − 1)
W ′2
+
n2s2W 3 −m2t2(W − 1)3 + µ2(s− t)2W 3(W − 1)3 + 2(s − t)tW 2(W − 1)2
(s− t)2t2W 2(W − 1)2
W ′
+
n2s2W 2[(s − t)W − t]−m2t2(W − 1)2[(s − t)W + t− 2s]− µ2(s− t)2W 2(W − 1)2[(s+ t)W − t]
2(s − t)3t3W (W − 1)
,
(2.17)
where the prime denotes differentiation with respect to t. Eq. (2.17) can be integrated
once using the integrating factor
t(t− s)[(t− s)W − t]
W (W − 1)
leading to the following second-order equation for W :
W ′′ =
1
2
(
1
W
+
1
W − 1
+
t− s
(t− s)W − t
)
W ′2 −
(
1
t
+
1
t− s
−
W − 1
(t− s)W − t
)
W ′
+
W (W − 1)[(t − s)W − t]
2t(t− s)
(
µ2
t
−
m2
(t− s)W 2
+
n2s
t(t− s)(W − 1)2
−
ν2s
((t− s)W − t)2
)
, (2.18)
2Alternatively, the similarity reduction can be obtained by explicitly solving the constraint (2.16) as
z(s, t) = (st)−µ/2Z(s/t) . This leads to a third order equation for Z(s/t), namely the Schwarzian PVI
which we found in [11] via a different approach.
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where the integration constant is conveniently chosen as ν2s with ν independent of s, t
(noting thatW depends on s, t through the combination s/t). It is not hard to see that eq.
(2.18) is equivalent to the Painleve´ VI equation (PVI) after the trivial change of variables
t/(t− s) 7→ τ . Thus, we obtain PVI in the standard form
d2w
dτ2
=
1
2
(
1
w
+
1
w − 1
+
1
w − τ
)(
dw
dτ
)2
−
(
1
τ
+
1
τ − 1
+
1
w − τ
)
dw
dτ
+
w(w − 1)(w − τ)
2τ2(τ − 1)2
(
µ2 −m2
τ
w2
+ n2
τ − 1
(w − 1)2
− ν2
τ(τ − 1)
(w − τ)2
)
.
PVI
for w(τ) = W (t). with the identification of the parameters as follows:
α = µ2 , β = m2 γ = n2 , δ = ν2 (2.19)
(we have rescaled the parameters compared with [11]). PVI, which incidentally was first
found by R. Fuchs in [7] in 1905, (and not by either Painleve´ or Gambier as is ocasionally
claimed in the recent literature), was found to be connected to the lattice KdV systems
in [8]. It is known that PVI is related to the Toda lattice, cf. e.g. [9, 10]. In a recent
paper [11] we presented the full Miura chain associated with PVI, consisting of ordinary
differential as well as ordinary difference equations, showing that in fact the parameter-
family of ODEs that constitute PVI has a natural description in terms of both discrete as
well as continuous equations. The Miura chain for PVI is just the reduction of the Miura
chain for the SPDE under the similarity constraint (2.16), although we implimented this
constraint differently in [11].
Thus the SPDE (1.1) yields PVI as similarity reduction with four arbitrary parameters.
As far as we are aware this is the first case of an integrable scalar PDE that reduces to
the full PVI equation. In the literature, cf. e.g. [12]-[15] PVI was obtained in several
circumstances, either from the reduction of the three-wave resonant interaction system
or in the context of the Einstein equations. However, in these instances only special
parameter-cases of PVI were obtained. In [16] a connection between PVI and so-called
generalised Ernst equations was studied, which seems to give a connection with full PVI,
but the starting point is a complicated system of equations. What we have demonstrated
here is that the full PVI equation is directly connected to the KdV hierarchy.
Connection with Equations on the Lattice
We finish by pointing out that the SPDE (1.1) as well as the other generating PDEs in the
Miura chain are not only compatible as parameter-families of PDEs in the sense pointed
out above, but also are compatible with a system of discrete equations. In fact, the actual
derivation of the SPDE was based on this underlying structure which involves continuous
as well discrete components. The following statement holds:
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Proposition: The SPDE (1.1) is consistent with the following set of differential-difference
equations for z(s, t) = zn,m(s, t):
− t
∂zn,m
∂t
= n
(zn+1,m − zn,m)(zn,m − zn−1,m)
zn+1,m − zn−1,m
(2.20a)
−s
∂zn,m
∂s
= m
(zn,m+1 − zn,m)(zn,m − zn,m−1)
zn,m+1 − zn,m−1
, (2.20b)
in which the parameters of the SPDE play the role of independent discrete variables.
Actually one can show by direct calculation that the operations of shifting in the
variables n andm governed by the equations (2.20) commute with the continuous evolution
according to the flows in terms of the variables s and t. A similar statement holds for the
other generating PDEs, where the differential-difference equations for v(s, t) = vn,m(s, t)
read
−2t
∂
∂t
log vn,m = nan,m , −2s
∂
∂s
log vn,m = nbn,m , (2.21)
with the auxiliary variables a(s, t) = an,m(s, t) and b(s, t) = bn,m(s, t) which appeared in
the Lax representation (2.1) given explicitly in terms of vn,m by the relations
an,m ≡
vn+1,m − vn−1,m
vn+1,m + vn−1,m
, bn,m ≡
vn,m+1 − vn,m−1
vn,m+1 + vn,m−1
. (2.22)
Also for the object U(s, t) = Un,m(s, t) we have a set of differential-difference equations
compatible with the generating PDE (2.10), namely
∂Un,m
∂t
=
n
Un+1,m − Un−1,m
,
∂Un,m
∂s
=
m
Un,m+1 − Un,m−1
. (2.23)
Finally, to complete the picture we mention the associated fully discrete equation for
the variable zn,m(s, t), i.e the partial difference equation (P∆E)
(zn,m − zn+1,m)(zn,m+1 − zn+1,m+1)
(zn,m − zn,m+1)(zn+1,m − zn+1,m+1)
=
s
t
. (2.24)
The equation (2.24), which was first given in [17], is possibly the most fundamental equa-
tion in the entire structure, and it has been studied at length in the context of discrete
conformal maps, see e.g. the recent monograph [18]. Note that in (2.24) the independent
variables s,t of the SPDE now enter as parameters of the discrete equation. In [19] (see
also [20]) the similarity reduction on the lattice was formulated, namely by imposing the
following constraint which is compatible on the lattice with the equation (2.24):
n
(zn+1,m − zn,m)(zn,m − zn−1,m)
zn+1,m − zn−1,m
+m
(zn,m+1 − zn,m)(zn,m − zn,m−1)
zn,m+1 − zn,m−1
= µ¯zn,m , (2.25)
It was, however only in the recent paper [11] that a closed-form third-order ordinary
difference equation (O∆E) was found that represents the similarity reduced equation,
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namely
(r2 − 1)(zn+1 − zn)
2 =
=
[
2r2
µzn+1(zn+2 − zn)− (n+ 1)(zn+2 − zn+1)(zn+1 − zn)
(m− µ− ν)(zn+2 − zn) + (n+ 1)(zn+2 − 2zn+1 + zn)
+ zn+1 − zn
]
×
×
[
2r2
µzn(zn+1 − zn−1)− n(zn+1 − zn)(zn − zn−1)
(m− µ+ ν)(zn+1 − zn−1) + n(zn+1 − 2zn + zn−1)
+ zn − zn+1
]
.
(2.26)
Eq. (2.26) is related to the discrete Painleve´ equation that was studied at length in [8].
Discrete Painleve´ form an exciting class of ordinary difference equations which is becoming
increasingly an area of intense activity (see [21] for a recent review). In [11] we presented
the discrete and continuous Miura chains of both discrete and continuous equations of
Painleve´ type that are associated with the third-order O∆E (2.26). As is obvious from
what we said above on the similarity reduction of the SPDE to the full PVI equation,
these discrete and continuous equations are directly associated with PVI.
3 Conclusions and Outlook
It has been a long-standing conjecture whether all differential equations of Painleve´ type
could be derived as reductions from a larger integrable nonlinear equation or system of
PDE’s by similarity reduction. This is, in a sense, the converse of the famous ARS
hypothesis [22]. The programme developed in the papers [19, 20, 8, 11] has demonstrated
that there is an intimate interplay between discrete and continuous structures behind the
Painleve´ equations and that notably PVI and its discrete counterparts are obtainable from
either a system of P∆Es on the full lattice or of a very rich parameter-family of PDEs in
the continuum, which we have exhibited in the present paper. An obvious conjecture is
that these connections also extend to discrete Painleve´ equations which are of a possibly
richer type, in particular the so-called q-Painleve´ equations, which seemingly are “beyond”
the PVI equation. In that case, we may expect that there exist partial difference equations
of q-type, generalizing the SPDE (1.1), whose similarity reduction leads to those discrete
Painleve´ equations. The ultimate aim would be to find the “big equation” that sits above
the recently found most general discrete Painleve´ equation by Sakai, [23], which would be
a partial difference equation of elliptic type.
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